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4.36 Setting up Auto Sending 

an Invoice after Delivery 

Introduction  
Often times a customer would prefer to have a 
copy of their invoice sent to them right after their 
delivery either by email or fax.  This is a standard 
feature of the Route Manager software and only 
requires a couple of setup steps to do. 

We will be utilizing our Customer Message Centre
system for these notifications.  Please refer to the 
Customer Message Centre documentation on how 
to get started with this module or contact 
Advantage Route Systems for more information.  

Overview 
This feature will automatically send an invoice 
(Handheld PDF Copy) to each customer after the 
invoice has been uploaded to the desktop system or 
after posting (depending on settings chosen) using 
the Customer Message Centre.  If you are using the 
RMLive module along with the option to send after 
delivery, the invoice will be sent right after delivery 
(assuming the handheld was able to upload the 
invoice).  If you are not using RMLive but still using 
the option to send after delivery, then the invoices 
will be sent once the Afternoon Upload has been 
completed.   

Note: Email Invoice notifications are included for free 

within the Customer Message Centre system. 

However, faxes will use a Point for each page sent. 

Setup 
Setup will use the Customer Message Centre to 
send out the invoice copies during upload or 
posting (depending on your settings).  All you really 
need to do is define the Reply To address, add a 
custom Subject Line or Body (not required), and 
enable it on a percustomer basis. 
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Settings 

In order for Route Manager to email an invoice 
copy, it must have a Reply To address established. 
You can also choose when to send the invoice copy 
(after upload = default, or during Posting), as well as 
customize the email that is sent out to the 
customers.  

You will find these settings within the Handheld tab, 
located under File > Branch Setup. You will find a 
button labeled Auto Send Invoice SMTP Settings in 
the middle/left of the screen. 

Select the Modify button on the right hand side of 
the screen, then the Auto Send Invoice SMTP 
Settings button to open the configuration screen.  

Next, you will need to fill in the information into the 
fields below. 

Send Invoices During Posting Instead of Upload:  
Choose this option if you would rather have the 
invoices sent to the customers upon posting them 
as opposed to right after they are uploaded by the 
driver.  This gives you a chance to make any 
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corrections to the invoice before the copy is sent to 
the customer.  However, this may also mean that if 
a change was made and the customer was given a 
physical invoice at the time of delivery, they would 
not match due to the changes made. 

Return E-Mail Address (Required):  This is the 
“From” address that will appear on the email 
address and if the customer Replies to the email, it 
will be sent here. 

Email Subject:  Enter a custom email subject line 
(Not Required).  

Note: Leaving this field blank will default the Subject 
to your Company Name + “Delivery Invoice Copy”.  

Example: “Advantage Water Delivery Invoice Copy”. 

Email Body:  Enter a custom HTML formatted email 
body  (Not Required).  

Note: Leaving this field blank will default the body of 
the email to your “Attached is a copy of your recent 
(Company Name) Invoice.”. Example: “Attached is a 
copy of your recent Advantage Water Delivery 
Invoice”. 

Once completed, select the OK button to continue. 
Then choose the Save button on the Handheld tab 
to save the settings. 

Customer Settings 

Each customer has their own settings to enable this 
feature, as well as the choice to send it to the 
Delivery email address, Billing email address, 
Delivery Fax Number and/or Billing Fax Number. 
The driver can also establish these settings from the 
handheld.  That will be discussed in more detail 
later. 

You will find the configuration options on the Route
tab from within the Lists > Customer Information
menu item.  On the route tab, you will find 
Handheld Options toward the bottom of the screen. 
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If you would like to activate this feature on an 
account, select the checkbox next to the Auto Send 
Invoice on Upload feature.  Then choose where to 
send the invoice copies: 

� Delivery Email (Email field on Route tab) 

� Bill To Email (Email field on Info tab) 

� Delivery Fax (Fax Number field on Route tab) 

� Bill To Fax (Fax Number field on Info tab) 

NOTE: You must have an address/fax number on file 

for the chosen delivery method(s). It will warn you if 

you do not. 

Setup for Faxing 
Faxing invoices utilizes our Customer Message 
Centre system.  Please refer to the Customer 
Message Centre documentation on how to get 
started with this module or contact Advantage 
Route Systems for more information.  Once credits 
have been purchased for Customer Message 
Centre, there is no further setup required to utilize 
the Send Invoice after Delivery feature. 

Handheld Features 
Utilizing the Android handheld, the driver can also 
set up a customer to use this feature, modify their 
contact (email or fax) information and choose to 
send them invoice copies after every delivery or just 
after this one time.  You can also limit how much 
the driver can do.  Simply let them pick whether or 
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not to send the invoice, allow them to setup a new 
account, or modify the existing contact information. 

Handheld Setup 

To enable the driver to make these adjustments 
from the handheld, you will first need to follow 
these instructions. 

Enable Send Invoice After Delivery 

Button 

Go to Lists > Routes > Handheld Class  on the Sales 
Rules 2 tab for a new button that is part of the 
Confirm Sale screen options. 

Modify the screen and then locate the Send Invoice 
After Delivery button under the Hidden Buttons
section, as shown below: 

Left click and drag the new button over to the 
Displayed Buttons side of the screen: 
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Save the changes to the screen and repeat for any 
additional Handheld Classes.  Simply doing this step 
will allow the driver to choose to send an invoice 
Now or Always on any account in the handheld. 
They will not be able to update any of the contact 
information on the account.  

Allow Driver to Update Contact Info 

If you would like the driver to be able to update the 
contact information for the notifications, navigate 
to Lists > Routes > Handheld Class on the Android
tab. 

Once on the Android tab, locate the Allow Changes 
to Email & Fax # features, as shown in the 
screenshot below: 

Select the Allow Changes to Email & Fax box to 
allow the driver to update the Email and Fax 
numbers on any account on the handheld.  These 
changes will be uploaded and the customer’s 
account in Customer Information > Info tab and 
Route tab will be updated.  

If you would like to limit the driver to only add 
contact information for customer accounts that do 
not already have an Email or Fax number, select the 
Only Allow Changes to Blank Email & Fax #
checkbox. 

Using the Handheld  

The following section will walk through what a 
driver will see on his handheld. 

First, the driver will service the stop just as they 
always have.  Once on the Confirm Sale screen, the 
driver can select the Send Invoice After Delivery
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button to open the screens that allow them to use 
the feature on the fly. 

The next screen will display the accounts Email 
Notification information, as well as their Send 
Invoice After Delivery checkboxes established on 
the Route Tab in customer information (if any). In 
the example account below, they have no email 
address entered on the desktop for the Contact 
Email Address on the Info tab (as noted by the 
blank entry for Billing) or a Contact Email Address 
from the Route tab (as noted by the blank entry for 
Route). Also notice none of the checkboxes are 
selected on the right. So we are able to tell this 
account was not previously setup on the desktop to 
receive any notifications. 
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If the driver is allowed to make changes on the 
handheld (as discussed previously by enabling the 
feature on the Android tab in Handheld Class), they 
can update the email addresses from here. Simply 
tap the field and enter the address. Again, these 
changes will update the Desktop tabs accordingly. 
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Next, the driver may choose to send an invoice copy 
Now or Always by selecting the appropriate box 
next to the email address that should receive it.  If 
the driver chooses the Send Now checkbox, as soon 
as this invoice is uploaded a copy will be sent to the 
email address showing on the screen.  Future 
deliveries will NOT be automatically sent to the 
account.  If the driver chooses the Always option, 
then this invoice will be sent upon upload AND the 
system will automatically send all future invoices to 
this account (The system will check the box on the 
Route Tab in Customer Information for Send Invoice 
After Delivery feature as previously discussed in the 
Customer Settings section above).  In this example, 
we are sending the invoice just this one time to the 
Route email address, but also we will always send it 
to the billing address. 
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If the customer would like to receive a Fax of the 
invoice, the driver can choose the Fax Information 
tab at the top of the screen, and update the 
account information exactly the same way: 
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Once the driver has finished, he simply needs to 
select the Green Arrow in the bottom right corner 
of the screen to save all the changes, and complete 
the invoice as normal.  

Once the invoice is uploaded, the system will review 
the settings the driver chose and determine when 
the invoice should be delivered and the method 
(email or fax) to be used. 

NOTE:  If the Desktop was set up to send invoices 

upon upload (meaning the Send During Posting option 

was NOT selected in the Settings screen in Branch 

Setup) both Send Now and Always options will send 

the invoice immediately upon upload. However, if the 

system was setup to send during Posting, the Send 

Now option will override that setting and send it 

immediately upon upload, whereas the Always option 

will send it during posting. 

Contact Message Logging 
Whenever an invoice is sent out, there will be a Log 
Message entry made on the customers Contacts
tab as shown below.   Go to Lists > Customer 
Information > Contacts tab where you can toggle 
the Log Messages on/off by selecting or deselecting 
the Log Message checkbox at the bottom of the 
screen.  We can see in the example below a log 
entry for the email that was sent as well as the Fax 
copy that was sent. 
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Summary 
Email has become a common place for 
communication and fax is still used by some 
companies. This feature will allow you to take 
advantage of these communication tools and send 
invoices right after they are uploaded from the 
handheld or posted to the account. Utilizing this 
feature will increase your communication with the 
customer. It may also lessen the amount of paper 
invoices printed on site. 
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